
.:: UNIT 4 ::.

STACK AND QUEUE



4.1



 A stack is a data structure that supports:
 Push(x) – Insert x to the top element in stack

 Pop – Remove the top item from stack
 A stack is collection of data item arrange 

sequence arrangement.
 New item, or nodes as they are often 

called, can be added to a stack and 
removed from a stack only from one end.

 A stack has the LIFO (Last In First out) 
concept



 Example:
 Arrangement of books (Push)

▪ Red 

▪ Blue

▪ Green

▪ Yellow

 Remove books (Pop)

▪ Yellow

▪ Green

▪ Blue

▪ Red



 Push  term used to insert data to existing 
stack

 Pop  term used to delete data from stack
 5 stack operations
 Create stack

 Check empty stack

 Check full stack

 Push item to stack

 Pop item from stack



4.2



 Create stack
 Let say, size = 4
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 Determine whether stack is full / not –
before insert an item to stack
 If stack is Full -> insert operation cannot be done
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 Insert item into stack 

 If stack ≠ full => proceed insert item 
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 Delete item from stack

 If stack ≠ empty => proceed delete item 
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 Stack is similar to array but its operation 
only can be done on top of the item in the 
list.



4.3



 There are two ways to implement a stack.
 One is by static implementation using an 

array and the other is by dynamic 
implementation using pointers (linked list).



DECLARING STACK

typedef struct Tindan

{

int atas;

int senarai[4];

}Tindanan;

Tindanan *t;

CREATING STACK

t->atas = -1;

atas senarai
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CHECK STACK EMPTY

if(t->atas == -1)

return (1);

else

return(0);

CHECK STACK FULL

if(t->atas == 3)

return (1);

else

return(0);



PUSH ITEM INTO STACK

cin>>data;

t->atas++;

t->senarai[t->atas] = data;

POP ITEM FROM STACK

t->atas--;

atas senarai
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 A linked list is used to implement a stack dynamically. 
 Its size can grow or shrink during program execution. 
 When a stack is represented as a linked list, the first 

entry of the linked list will be at the top of the stack.
 The second entry of the linked list will be the second 

entry of the stack, and so on.
 The advantage of linked list implementation over an 

array implementation is that, there is no limit on the 
number of entries one can add to the stack.



 Stack is being created

 Push(10)

 Push(8)

 Push(6)

 Pop

NULLt

t 10

t 8 10

t 8 106

t 8 10



typedef struct Node

{

int data;

Node *next;

}Sstack;

Sstack * head;

head

Creating stack 

head = NULL;

When head is NULL; the stack is empty.

NULLhead



1. Insert new item to an empty stack

 Create new node
Sstack * pNew;

pNew = new Node;

 Set new node created as first node in the stack
pNew->next = head;

 Set head to new node created
head = pNew;

NULLhead

pNew
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2. Insert new item to an existing stack 
 Create new node

Sstack * pNew;
pNew = new Node;

 Set new node created as first node in the stack
pNew->next = head;

 Set head to new node created
head = pNew;
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 Before pop operation can be done, check 
whether stack is empty or not.

 Create new pointer (pDel) to point to an item 
that want to be destroy/delete.

 3 steps in pop operation:-
 pDel = head;

 head = pDel->next; / head = head->next;

 delete pDel;

head 8 106

pDel



4.4



 Like a stack, a queue is also a list. However, 
with a queue, insertion is done at one end, 
while deletion is performed at the other end.

 Accessing the elements of queues follows a 
First In, First Out (FIFO) order.
 Like customers standing in a check-out line in a store, the first 

customer in is the first customer served.



 Primary queue operations: Enqueue and 
Dequeue

 Like check-out lines in a store, a queue has 
a front and a rear. 

 Enqueue – insert an element at the rear of 
the queue

 Dequeue – remove an element from the 
front of the queue

Insert 
(Enqueue)

Remove
(Dequeue) rearfront



4.5



 Just as stacks can be implemented as 
arrays or linked lists, so with queues.

 Dynamic queues have the same advantages 
over static queues as dynamic stacks have 
over static stacks



 There are several different algorithms to 
implement Enqueue and Dequeue

 Naïve way

 When enqueuing, the front index is always 
fixed and the rear index moves forward in the 
array.
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Enqueue(3)
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 Naïve way (cont’d)

 When dequeuing, the front index is fixed, and the 
element at the front the queue is removed. Move 
all the elements after it by one position. 
(Inefficient!!!)

Dequeue( )
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 A better way

 When an item is enqueued, the rear index
moves forward

 When an item is dequeued, the front index also 
moves forward by one element 

The problem here is that the rear index cannot move beyond 
the last element in the array.



 Using a circular array
 When an element moves past the end of a 

circular array, it wraps around to the 
beginning, e.g.
 OOOOO7963  4OOOO7963 (after Enqueue(4))

 After Enqueue(4), the rear index moves from 3 to 4.
 How to detect an empty or full queue, using a 

circular array algorithm? 
 Use a counter of the number of elements in the 

queue.


